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"Don't tell people how to do things, tell them what to do and
let them surprise you with their results." General George Patton

Passion is important to drive SaaS
leaders forward. Humans are just that –
human. All people are emotional beings

that want and need to feel connected
to something. Creating a story around
your launch that you can portray with a
passion – to your team; to your investors;
to your customers; to the public – there
is no replacement for this in terms of you
finding early momentum to carry you
through the initial stretch.
To help ensure your success, Ryvit has
defined the 5 Proven Best Practices of
startup leaders.

To uncover blind spots,
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To become a great leader, it takes a great
deal of self-awareness. A great leader
knows their strengths and surrounds
themselves with a team who will fill in
their weaknesses. The strengths a SaaS
leader possesses are important and can
ultimately make or break a startup. The
strengths that set these entrepreneurial
spirited individuals apart include tenacity,
curiosity, flexibility and passion to name
a few.
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The Importance of Traction

Some founders begin a startup to pursue
a passion; others to pursue a fortune;
others fame; others just had
an idea and want to make an impact
by bringing it to life – some all of the
above. The key to launching a startup
is to stop long enough to know what
you hope to ultimately achieve. What
is your end game?

Traction is that gain you need when you
are afraid this startup won’t take off.

When you are faced with changes and
defining decisions without an end game
you won’t know what to choose because
you don’t know where you want to go.
Achieving your end game isn’t the end
game but it will guide you along the way.
There will be infinite opportunities to
stray the course and what you have on
day one is going to change and then it will
change again. So long as you know where
you are ultimately going, you will have a
much better chance of getting there.

To be successful with a startup, you need
traction and you need it early, regularly,
and ahead of expectation. You will have
to get your team to focus on the minimal
requirements needed to gain traction,
but without a well-defined end game,
you won’t know how to focus your team
to achieve success.
Success in the SaaS space can have
varied meaning because of the different
forms of traction that can be powerful
for a SaaS startup. Each application in the
space can have 10 different things that
help walk the path toward establishing a
revenue model that makes all of the early
effort, stress, and failures add up into
something that provides peace of mind
in knowing that you made the effort
to become the best of which you are
capable. Knowing what success looks
like for your vision and company will
help lead the charge towards goals met.
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What are you in it for?
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Define Your End Game

Minimum viable product. This is the
mantra du jour in the Startup space. But,
let’s take it one step further. You must
introduce features (that work well and
consistently) quickly and regularly – this
allows you to introduce the requirements
your customers want and need. But,
the key to introducing this functionality
is ensuring that you are focused on the
features not only being requested, but
the features that help you establish
traction in whatever way you need to
measure this. Ask yourself:
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•

Does this fit into my end goal?

•

How does this serve my target
audience and existing clients?

•

How will this make my services
and offering better?

•

Will this feature or functionality
have the ability to be the industry
leader in its type?

If for instance, your KPI for gaining
traction (to seek investment; establish
revenue opportunities; pay your bills;
whatever your motivation) is number
of users on your platform. You had
better make it VERY easy to sign up
and become an active client.
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Focus

Overnight Sensation

Don’t lose momentum if you don’t gain
success as quickly as you expected.
Sometimes it is slow and steady that wins
the race. You also need to be comfortable
with the speed your startup is taking.
Having reasonable expectations about
how quickly you will gain success will
help you and your team keep your
heads down and work for success.

Ready to Run
If you’re in it for the long run, pay
attention. You will need to recognize the
opportunities and threats that exist in
order to know when to crawl, walk, or
run. When you hit that moment, do you
have the means, the desire, the demand,
and the team to sprint? Put on your best
running shoes and get off the blocks the
moment the gun goes off.

What is Right for
your Startup
Remember, each startup is different.
What is right for one startup in the SaaS
space might not be right for you. Be
patient but also remain ready for your
company to take off.
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Everyone talks about speed as it
relates to startups. The most successful
startups seem like they happened
overnight. They have an idea one day,
and are worth billions the next. Across
the entire spectrum of the SaaS market,
however, the published overnight
sensations represent the needle in the
haystack. Most ventures take months and
years to truly formulate and find success.
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Find Your Pace

Honest Expectations

The Right Team
Your team will ultimately determine if your
startup is successful or not. It is therefore
essential to have the right team in place. A
team who understands and shares your
visions. These individuals also need to have
the drive to make your vision a reality. As a
SaaS startup leader, it is your job to make sure
they understand what they are responsible
for. If your team members aren’t getting
your vision, understanding or fulfilling their
responsibilities, they are the wrong team
members and it is time to find the right ones.
Making sure everyone understands this is
simply business, no love lost, is important.
Ultimately it is your startup and your team is
the most important asset you have. Focus on
your culture and make sure their desire and
willingness to build your dream with you is
met with the capacity to fulfill their role.

Measureable Goals
Your team, investors, and other influencers
need to see the traction you are creating
by working towards measurable goals. If a
KPI you are measuring is ultimately out of
your control, remove it – because it is not
something your team can ultimately effect.
Establish a plan that your team will be able
to execute. It was Einstein that said, “Vision
without execution is hallucination”– and
indeed this will be true to your team and
investors as soon as you don’t hit a stated
goal. So measure and promote what you can
control, and make sure that the expectations
you set allow for some things to not go
perfectly. Because I promise not everything
will go perfectly.
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Set Up Your
Team to Win

Expectations are key. Setting honest
expectations is also key. It will be tantalizing
to be optimistic to help drive motivation and
morale with the team, investors, and others
involved with your startup. However, this
is damaging the minute you don’t meet or
exceed your own optimism. So, set you and
your team up to succeed by ensuring what
you promise is possible and likely to happen.
Do not confuse this with setting the bar low
but rather establish an executable plan.

1 on 1 meetings with your team members are irreplaceable. This is a time when you can get a window into
their process, workload, and success while gaining an understanding of how to help them continue forward.
If they are struggling, this is when you will find out. As a startup leader, however, it can be hard to have time
for 1 on 1’s. There are a number of online tools that will allow you to keep your team on track, accountable,
and measuring their goals.
• 15five- a weekly report on each • TinyPulse- surveys to retain
team member that highlights
employees and grow your
• Asana- this project
their goals met for the week and
company culture will help
management tool keeps
their goals set for the next week
you thrive.
track of projects and the
also leave room for them to give
accomplishment of tasks to
creative suggestions to improve
achieve these project goals.
the company and their role.
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Helpful Tools

single success is the same moment when
you lose your focus to compound and
create the next 10 successes.

Unfortunately, part of being a SaaS
startup leader, is knowing bad things will
happen. The negative side- the problem,
your feelings, and your stress- can’t be
where you spend your time. Be prepared
for bad things happening and spend as
little time focusing the negative aspects
of what made you fail. Learning from
your failure is invaluable so make the
bad things that happen opportunities for
improvement. If you are able to quickly
hurdle the obstacle of your current
situation and focus on the next stepsand ultimately the solution- that is when
bad things turn to good.

Remember to take the good with the
bad but whatever you do- never lose
focus. One success, or even many, will
not make up your end game. These
victories do not win the battle by
themselves. When success come in
wave, when one success compounds
and creates 10 more, then you have
arrived. Until then, stay grounded.

When good things happen, and they will,
recognize all involved and let yourself feel
it. You deserve it. But do not dwell on it.
Instead, move on to the next potential
good thing with that positive momentum.
Success has a compounding effect but
the minute you let yourself dwell on a

As a leader, bring your vision into every
part of your startup. Make sure you and
your team know exactly where you want
to go, even if you don’t know exactly
how you will get there. Build a team
that will propel you forward and put the
building blocks in place to meet your
end game while staying focused. Keep
the tenacity, curiosity, flexibility, passion,
and entrepreneur spirit that made you a
startup leader to begin with.
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You’ve heard this before. Don’t let the low
points drag you down too far; don’t let
the highs take you of your guard.
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Stay Grounded
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Ryvit was founded on one fundamental
observation: customers are demanding
an integrated application experience for
workflows and analysis. Coupled with
this imperative, software companies
are often failing to deliver because they
lack development resources that can
rapidly bring integration solutions to
market. Recognizing this gap led to
the Ryvit vision to create an internet
platform as a service, plus offer
incredible predictive analytics and
bring development expertise to do all
the heavy lifting for you.

Contact Ryvit
1520 S. Vandeventer Ave Saint Louis, MO 63110
Email: info@ryvit.com Phone: +1 (855) 214-2844
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Ryvit is part of an Inc. 5000 fastest
growing company, and has enjoyed
the challenges and triumphs of a
startup organization.

